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K O C F To Begin Broadcasting The
Long Running Rural War Room
"If You're Going To Be Crazy, You Have To Get Paid For It Or Else You're Going To Be Locked Up."
Hunter S. Thompson

Eugene, Oregon, August 04, 2019 - Beginning at Midnight on Saturday August 17th 92.7 KOCF will begin broadcasting late night hosted
programming. We’ll feature the long running Rural War Room hosted by Byron Werner & Donavan Suitt. This late night soiree will provide 4 hours of
broadcasting mayhem. There will be unreleased to rare releases, world premieres to the out-of-print, and as always genre-free. The Rural War
Room Saturdays and Sundays at midnight on 92.7 KOCF beginning August 17th, and always streaming at kocf.org.
About 92.7 KOCF
KOCF is a low power FM radio station serving the Fern Ride Communities of Veneta, Noti, Elmira, Western Eugene and surrounding areas. On the
air since July, 2015, KOCF provides local programming 24 hours a day 372 days a year. As an integral part of the community KOCF gives local
organizations and communities an opportunity to offer information relevant to their neighbors. The station has forged a relationship with community
leaders and organizations that help foster the growth and connections in these local areas. KOCF also streams globally from kocf.org and can be
heard on any type of device anywhere on the planet, and beyond.
About the Oregon Country Fair About the Rural War Room
The Rural War Room is a 4 hour weekly broadcast. International, all-genre, unreleased to rare releases, from world premiere to out-of-print. Byron
Werner & Donavan Suitt begin their 14th year of world wide weird antics. Rural War Room is founded by Byron Werner (Los Angeles, California)
and Donavan Suitt (Little Rock, Arkansas). Both have extensive broadcast radio & production backgrounds with international ties and each has a
history of changing the speed of records and playing them backwards - so they paired up right away.
They also record abstract turntable experiments - the start of the Rural War Room cyberband. Around this time, during a trip to Italy, Donavan and
musician ErMan collaborated on sounds at Transistors Lab in Roma. - deciding that they, with Byron, would create using the internet as a studio.
ErMan's project, Timeless Sonic Factory, recruited RWR tracks for Funky Juice, Italy. Cherry Red Records UK signed RWR in 2009 & 2011.
Longtime radio partner Thin-P in Japan who plays bass in the cyberband, has featured RWR Radio and cyberband material in his Apple Computer
Store live podcast sessions in Japan since RWR began.
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